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Challenges
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a lifelong
neurodevelopmental disorder with very high
prevalence around the world. Research progress
in the field of ASD facial analysis in pedi-
atric patients has been hindered due to a lack
of well-established baselines. In this paper,
we propose the use of the Vision Transformer
(ViT) for the computational analysis of pedi-
atric ASD. The presented model, known as Vi-
TASD, distills knowledge from large facial ex-
pression datasets and offers model structure
transferability. Specifically, ViTASD employs a
vanilla ViT to extract features from patients’
face images and adopts a lightweight decoder
with a Gaussian Process layer to enhance the
robustness for ASD analysis. Extensive experi-
ments conducted on standard ASD facial anal-
ysis benchmarks show that our method out-
performs all of the representative approaches
in ASD facial analysis, while the ViTASD-L
achieves a new state-of-the-art. Our code and
pretrained models are available at https://
github.com/IrohXu/ViTASD.

Model Transferability
We empirically demonstrate that ViTASD
can distill knowledge from larger structures
to match performance in smaller ones. To fill
the structure gap, we introduce two distilla-
tion losses, the alignment loss Lalign and the
logit KD Loss Llogit, to substantially improve
performance of the student network. Lalign

aligns the feature distillation on the attention
maps of the shallow layers (e.g., layers 0 and
1) using Mean Square Error (MSE), where
FC(·) is a linear layer to reshape the FTeacher

to the same dimension as FStudent. Llogit

ensures the classification logits of the student
ViTASD match those of the teacher ViTASD.
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ViTASD Framework

ViTASD model leverages the advantages of Vision Transformers, knowledge distillation, and a Gaus-
sian Process Layer decoder to achieve state-of-the-art performance in automatically predicting ASD
from facial images. An overview of our proposed framework can be seen in this figure. The goal of
ViTASD is to provide a simple yet robust baseline for pediatric ASD detection from facial images.
Thus, we aim to keep the original ViT structure without the addition of more complex modules. The
decoder of ViTASD is a lightweight multilayer perceptron (MLP) layer with an optional Gaussian
layer for Out-of-Distribution (OOD) data points.

Visualization & Interpretability of ViTASD

We report performance comparisons between ViTASD and the state-of-the-art approaches are shown
in this table. From the results, we make the following observations. (i) A pre-trained ViT is sig-
nificantly better in accuracy and AUROC metrics than any CNN-based methods for ASD facial
detection. (ii) The representations learned from the large-scale facial expression dataset (AffectNet)
are helpful for transfer learning in ASD. With AffectNet pretraining, the performance of ViTASD-L
further increases to 94.50 accuracy, implying the good knowledge transferability and flexibility of
ViTASD.
In order to show the interpretability of the proposed ViTASD, we visualize the attention maps during
inference on the test set in this figure. The attention map is the interaction between the classification
token and all visual tokens. The attention scores, which showed the color in the attention maps, can
be used to understand which areas contribute most to the classification result. For both autism and
healthy children’s face images, the model attends most to the eye region, which is known to be one
of the most distinguishable features of the autism children in clinical practice.


